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Several esters of chiral mono- and dialcohols and N-(1,8-naphthaloyl)-2-amino benzoic acid (NAB) have been investigated
by X-ray crystallography and quantum-chemical methods. The
investigated molecules can be considered as consisting of two
parts: the aliphatic core (either linear or cyclic) and the aromatic
NAB moiety(ies).

Mutual arrangement of the two parts is such that either the
aliphatic skeleton is put away from the naphtalimide unit
(conformer A, extended) or it is situated above the unit
(conformer B, folded) [1]. Quantum chemical calculations
(ONIOM method [2]) indicate that the A conformer is energetically preferred over the B one, in both mono- and diesters, and
that the two aromatic rings constituting the NAB chromophore
are inclined to each other at exactly right angles. In crystals the
situation is more complex, as we observe both the A and B
conformers, and deviations from orthogonality of the aromatic
fragments. The latter effect combined with severe twisting
around the Caryl-Cester bond induces plus (P) or minus (M)
helicity into the NAB moiety. The investigated crystals, being
chiral, display a tendency to form multiple asymmetric units
and non-merohedral twins. These structural peculiarities may
be connected with the fact that the face stacking interactions
involve molecules of opposite helicity and that both the
molecular helicity and the crystal packing are mostly stabilized by antiparallel dipolar interactions.
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Coronaviruses are a group of positive-stranded RNA viruses
which carry the largest single-stranded RNA viral genome known
to date (∼30 Kb). They can replicate in the cytoplasm of the
infected host cells and cause a variety of respiratory and
gastrointestinal illnesses. The coronavirus replicase gene consists
of two large ORFs (ORF 1a and 1b) and codes for two polyproteins, pp1a and pp1ab. The polyproteins are subsequently
processed by viral proteinases to yield the functional non-structural proteins. They mediate all the functions necessary for viral
replication and transcription. The crystal structure of the HCoV
229E main proteinase has been determined earlier by our group
[1]. The 3’ region of ORF1a codes for a number of relatively
small polypeptides (Nsp6 to Nsp11) and the products assemble
into a membrane-associated viral replication/transcription
complexes [2]. Nsp9 is a single stranded oligonucleotide binding
protein with different topology from the OB fold family known
from SARS-CoV Nsp9 structure [3], [4]. The crystal structure
shows HCoV-229E Nsp9 as a symmetric dimer with a different
mode of dimer formation compared to what was observed in
SARS-CoV Nsp9. The dimer is mediated by hydrophobic interaction, four hydrogen bonds and a disulfide bridge. To investigate further the dimer formation, Nsp9 Cys67 was mutated
to alanine. The crystal structure of the Nsp9 mutant shows a
similar dimer conformation observed as in SARS-CoV Nsp9.
Reasons for the structural differences will be discussed. Using
zone-interference gel electrophoresis [5] and fluorescence
spectroscopy, we demonstrated that HCoV 229E Nsp9 binds
non-specifically to nucleic acids. Co-crystallization of Nsp9 and
nucleic acids is in progress.
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